Dr. Kathleen P. King
Transformation Education, LLC
SELECTED PROGRAM DETAILS
Advance Your Academic Writing Skills and Publishing Record:
Tips, Tricks and the Secret Sauce
FORMAT: 3 HOUR WORKSHOP
This program is perfect for:
 Higher education faculty who want to improve their writing and publication achievement
 Faculty who want to increase manuscript acceptance rates
 New and mid‐career faculty who want to be more productive in writing and publication
 Any faculty who want to gain control of their schedules and reach their professional goals
The audience will leave with:
 Specific techniques, strategies and templates to accelerate faculty writing productivity.
 In this workshop, faculty re‐examine and transform key writing practices as well as chart a
personalized, focused publishing agenda and plan.

Session Overview
This interactive and practical workshop introduces Dr. Kathleen P. King's proven
and powerful strategies to infuse new approaches and success into faculty's
writing skills and publishing records. Gleaned from over 15 years of coaching
and teaching faculty and doctoral students, this motivating and informative
workshop includes specific techniques, strategies and templates to accelerate
faculty writing productivity.
This workshop meets the needs of faculty across a wide range of skills and
expertise. "Kathy" works with your faculty to develop a foundation for ramping
up academic writing productivity, improving manuscript acceptance rates,
tapping the power of technology tools to improve writing and editing, and
maximize the benefits of writing with others, near and far.

~~ Dr. King always works with the host institution to customize workshops to
faculty needs and program goals. ~~
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SELECTED PROGRAM DETAILS
Tune‐Up Workshop for Faculty:
Strategies to Finish and Publish Your Writing Projects
FORMAT: 3 HOUR WORKSHOP
This program is perfect for:
Higher education faculty who want to
 Streamline and improve their writing and publication project completion process.
 Increase journal and book manuscript acceptance rates.
 Be more productive in their writing and publication through available tools and proven systems.
 Gain control of competing demands and reach their professional goals.
The audience will leave with:
 Powerful strategies to streamline the academic writing process, organize resources, research and
writing,
 Technology tools to expedite the writing and editing process, and
 Techniques to systematically convert "revise and resubmit" notices into published articles.

Session Overview
Faculty are invited to bring their current, or future, writing project ideas and dilemmas to this workshop with
Dr. Kathleen P. King and discover new perspectives, new approaches, and greater success. Based on 15+ years
of faculty coaching, mentoring, and teaching doctoral students, "Kathy" is a popular keynote speaker because
of her effective, motivating and informative sessions.

This interactive, practical and content rich workshop includes specific techniques, strategies and
prototypes to push writing projects across the finish line!
In this session, faculty work with Kathy to explore powerful strategies to streamline the academic writing
process, organize resources, research and writing, use technology tools to expedite the writing and editing
process, and turn "revise and resubmit" notices into published articles.
~~ Dr. King always works with the host institution to customize workshops to
faculty needs and program goals. ~~
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Transformation Education, LLC
SELECTED PROGRAM DETAILS
Equipping Adults for Success amidst Exponential Change:
Technology & Innovation in Adult Learning
FORMAT: 1‐1.5 HR KEYNOTE
This program is perfect for:
 Higher education faculty
 Administrators
 Student Affairs professionals
 Staff
The audience will leave with:
 New approaches to work with and engage nontraditional students,
returning adults and transfer students.
 Understanding of foundation adult learning strategies and theories
which they can use every day.
 Strategies to use technology consistent with best adult learning
practices
 Paradigm and protocols for coping with rapidly changing technology
 Vision and approaches to prepare students for success in our changing world.

Session Overview
Adult learning is on the rise, and there is no mistaking technology's role; whether they're learning with or
about technology, today's adult learners come with unique sets of needs and skills that demand specialized
approaches. Traditional pedagogical techniques don't transfer directly to the needs of nontraditional students
in higher education, and learning technology requires its own unique approach to development and use. This
keynote prepares practitioners to comprehend how adult learning is shaping the future of the field, while
providing a rich perspective for further classroom inquiry and research.
Based on her 2017 book published by Jossey‐Bass, Technology and Innovation in Adult
Learning, Dr. King will guide your faculty, administrators and/or staff into discovering new
perspectives, new approaches, and greater success with nontraditional, transfer and returning
students.

"Kathy" is a world renowned expert in the fields of both adult learning and educational technology. In
addition, she has 15+ years' experience as a faculty coach, and mentor. She is a popular keynote speaker
because of her effective, motivating and informative sessions. This inspiring, interactive, and yet practical
session includes specific approaches, techniques, and prototypes to re‐conceptualize and design learning
experiences for adult learners in post‐secondary education institutions.
Click to visit the book webpage http://bit.ly/King2017

~~ Dr. King always works with the host institution to customize
workshops to faculty needs and program goals. ~~
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SELECTED PROGRAM DETAILS
Lessons for Training
Format: 1‐1.5 hr Keynote
This program is perfect for:
 Higher education professionals
 Supervisors in educational settings
 Trainers in corporate and nonprofit contexts
The audience will leave with:
 Participants will learn to maximize the benefits of transformative learning to support those people
they train and/or supervise as they experience a wide range of challenges.

Session Overview
Exhilarating, heart breaking, motivating‐‐‐ The message of this keynote is embedded in Dr. Kathy King's journey
of chronic pain since 2004. While working as a professor, speaker, and prolific author she continues to
overcome debilitating spinal illness and surgeries. This resilient scholar/speaker's life illustrates the many
caveats and twists a professional journey may take, and how it serves as a metaphor for our lives in the 21st
century. Dr. King's presence and message never fails to inspire participants in what just one person is capable
of doing.
Dr King's transformative learning research provides insight into how adults successfully overcome challenges in
their lives. From physical, to social, family or financial barriers, there are common stages people experience as
they decide how to navigate them. Transformative learning theory offers a different paradigm for
understanding these experiences and potential support solutions.
In this keynote, participants will not only learn about the theory, but also gain new strategies for working with
and understanding of those people they train and/or supervise through adult learning examples. Attendees
will develop plans to incorporate critical principles and strategies from the session into their work
responsibilities. Finally, participants will learn how to leverage the benefits offered by transformative learning
as they work with their reports.
~~ Dr. King always works with the host institution to customize workshops to
faculty needs and program goals. ~~
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